
Social Committee Meeting – 04.11.2021
Attendance: EW (Social Chair), AW (President), KM (VP), MA (Ents Officer),
JF (Publicity Officer), HR (Music Officer), SU, HC, KH, IM, RP, JC, SB
(Michaelmas Manager), IF (Formals Manager)

Apologies: TB (Facilities Manager)

Absent:

Location: Sangeeta’s B-day Bash

We have slutty brownies baked by our very own Social Chair in celebration of
Sangeeta’s birthday

Updates

RP: Done the snapchat filter, sent the parking for coaches onto AW

HC: Kept up with the wristbands and posted about the collections, will post on the event page
about pickup. Been picking up boxes for the dice

SU: Been discussing the food trucks and decided that we have chips for everyone and 95
hotdogs but they will try and throw in as many as they can - american gourmet style. Sent all
the documentation to EW

MA: How much to buy beyond the 95 free?

SU: I think £4.80

JF: We have done the flyers and cover photos, place cards arrived and have done notecards
which I’ve sent to EW to order

KM: I love the notecards <3

MA: I have booked the photo booths, sent the documentation. We aren't doing popcorn. We
got a magician who is unreal so get excited! Liaised with Aidans about using their candy
floss machine and found someone to work it - just need the stuff for the machine. Need
whatever documentation from you guys for the candyfloss

KH: Heard back from aerial arts who have 3 performers available - I think hoop works best

EW: We have found burlesque dancers that we might go with them instead due to coach and
budget restrictions

KH: Waiting to find out about a quote but will ask about if they can get themselves there.
They wanted to know their timeslot

AW: We have 166 coach seats with 151 ents guests and so we don't have a huge amount of
space with the burlesque dance, candy floss man etc
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SB: Working with the burlesque dancer, there are six of them and just need to send them the
forms. Sorted the decorations for this weekend

IM: Designed the wristbands and tried to help JF where I could

HR: I have got all the music semi-booked, have jazz quartet for drinks receptions then have a
DJ who I think is quite sick

AW: The big thing has been rides, it's really hard :( Just got confirmation from the trustees
minutes ago that we can sign as long as the uni allows it. Coaches don't reply to me but we do
have them confirmed

IF: Helped with the burlesque dancers and pole society ignored me

JC: Sorted out the photographer, just need to send the documentation

KM: I helped out with the table plan

EW: I've been doing a lot, Beamish are painful but confirmed all the logistics with security
and late bar etc

AW: Please tell everyone to buy wine!

Crafts Weekend

SB: Main thing is the corridor that we want to make the vegas strip - have posters and signs
that I want made, things like caesar palace sign. We have dice and will be making huge
playing cards and lots more!

EW: We have booked the conference room. Bring lunch, I will bring snacks - do message me
again if you can't make parts of it. 10-4 each day. Wear clothes you don't mind getting paint
on and someone bring a speaker! I am hoping we won’t need sunday but please block off in
case. Jess designed really nice place cards that are like cards with different suits - you all
have to write out 40 names and there is a variety of different cards in your pack. Write nicely
and get them back to me before next friday. Have given one or two spare cards each if you
mess up. Don’t share the table plan please! Use black pen

Jobs

EW: HC and IM please work on a timetable for the ball. JF can you make the table plan
graphic just design and KM will fill in

MA: Are we getting it printed?

AW: I think we can but not sure where we will put it in Beamish or if they would give us
anything to put it up on

MA: I want an app!
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KM: You build it then

EW: Please pay for your beamish ticket and get the documentation done ASAP - by tuesday
latest

MA: I love candy floss! Any flavour suggestions?

JF: PINK!

MA: Aidans have got back to me about the machine, £30 for the night and have got someone
from hild bede to work it

AW to look into the sugar in the JCR

MA to look into candy floss cones

JF: I need IC to pay for the cards, I will send him my account to log in

HR: I don't need help, will shout if I do

AW: I don't think we need a coach plan

EW: On the day, we will go between 12-4, will get you back for 3:30/4 to set up tables and
things, put out the crafts weekend things. I will stay at Beamish but everyone else will go.
Does anyone have anything else for tables? So far we have diamante things and poker chips
to put around the centerpiece

SB: There will be big ostrich feathers for the centre pieces and those things under

AOB

KM: We normally do a silent auction at michaelmas but at the last one literally no one got
involved so we are going to a raffle where we will sell tickets at the door as people are
waiting at coat check. I've created a document with all the places that I have called and they
keep asking me to call back so SU and KH you guys are going to go to all those places and
ask for donations. I went into Whittards and they gave me their donation already

IF: I can help with that
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